
The Bubble Show your mother warned you about has finally made it
to Edinburgh for the 2017 Fringe to give bubbles a sexy makeover

Originally meant to be premiered in the 2016 Edinburgh Fringe, Bubble Show
for Adults Only was cancelled to the dismay of many punters, when a month
before the festival lead performer Kurt Murray took a fall during a show that
resulted in back surgery. Luckily for all of us whose curiosity was tickled by the
idea of an adult bubble show, a full recovery was made to bring us this original
production armed with every bubble trick in the book shown in the naughtiest
way possible.

‘Ever since we did our first bubble show for children it was clear the adults where
just as amazed as the children by our skills with bubbles… says Kurt Murray ‘and
when trying to innovate new bubble ideas was not uncommon to be attempting
a bubble sculpture only to accidentally create something I would realise could not
go in a children’s because it looks indecent or resembled a… I will let you use
your imagination.’

It turns out that after five years in the world of bubble performance, Kurt and his
partner in bubble innovation, Iulia Benze,  have ended up with so many bubble
concepts that were hilariously cheeky and definitely not for minors that they
were able to deliver on a full length show for those of us on the hunt for that
something completely different during this year’s fringe.

Iulia Benze who, no surprise, also performs annually at the Edinburgh Fringe as
the infamous white statue Lady Whistle who flashes her knickers at passers-by
for donations, said ‘The show is a combination of cabaret, kink and physical
performance that uses body bubbling, fire bubbles, bubble sculptures, foam
burlesque, anatomy bubbles to illustrate a tale of a couple’s conventional and
unconventional relationship dilemmas.’
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ten word blurb

twenty word blurb

fringe programme 40-word blurb

The bubble show your mother warned you about is here! Clothes and
bubbles fly in this sexy story filled with burlesque, acrobatics and every
bubble trick in the book demonstrated in the naughtiest way possible.

fringe web blurb

The bubble show your mother warned you about is here! Clothes and
bubbles will fly in this cabaret styled story filled with beautiful bubble
creations, stripping, slapping, stick fighting, foam burlesque, acrobatics,
contact juggling and bubbles that are absolutely not for children.
Professional bubble artists and physical performers, Kurt Murray and Iulia
Benze, bound across the stage, illustrating their real life sex and relationship
dilemmas for your amusement. Every bubble trick in the book is
demonstrated in the naughtiest way possible!
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Dates               13-28 Aug
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Ticket prices £8.50-£10.50 / concessions £6.50-£8.50 / fringe participants £5.00
C venues box office 0845 260 1234 /

www.CtheFestival.com/2017/bubble-show-for-adults-only
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com
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